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Data, in all its facets and formats, is the new 
force that will fuel innovation and guide 
successful organizations in informing their 
decisions, reforming their processes, and 
outperforming their competition. It’s all about 
data: digital transformation is premised on it, 
machine learning is built upon it, operational 
efficiency is measured by it and its crucial 
counterpart, contingency analysis, is modeled 
by it. Data is, without doubt, the new power. 
But don’t underestimate the challenge in 
harnessing it.

For many organizations, the drive for data-
driven operations and decision-making has 
focused largely on the accumulation of data. 
But it soon became apparent that accumulation 
alone was misguided, as in the absence 
of accompanying curation, cataloging and 
metadata management, data scientists are 
facing lakes of “dirty data” that lack structure, 
format and integrity. Added to this is the 
complexity of combining historical data, often 
sitting in legacy systems on premise or in the 

cloud, with real-time data generated from 
a growing variety of edge devices, such as 
sensors on equipment, mobile phones and cars, 
as the Internet of Things takes off.   

So how do you turn all that data, real-time and 
historical, into actionable insights?

The effective way is through integrated 
analytics and processes. But for some, 
unfortunately, a complex patchwork of 
technologies was pursued as businesses 
grappled with the challenges of Big Data. 
They cobbled together infrastructures that 
connected legacy systems with cloud apps 
and IoT endpoints in an attempt to automate 
their processes and gain insights. The result, 
almost universally, was a quagmire of multiple 
systems analyzing streaming and historical 
data not in relation to each other, but side by 
side, separately – like a doctor only looking at 
the symptoms or only looking at the medical 
record. In short, they have complexity, but not 
clarity.

-  Seamus Keating 
   CEO - Kx

Major step-changes can often be traced to the catalysts 
that fueled them. Just look to iron, steam and oil, for 
example, in the progression from manual to mechanized 
and the scaling from individual to industrial. The latest 
step-change is already here, and it’s just as big in 
revolutionizing how we create, manage and deliver 
products and services; its catalyst is clear too. It’s data. 
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Kx Streaming Analytics is a huge leap forward 
for data analytics. The historical data informs and 
contours the ever-growing volume of incoming data, 
as real-time information is immediately placed in the 
context of what a business knows already – tapping 
into the totality of its data and leading to actionable 
insights. Together, they make predictive analytics 
much more powerful and viable for both immediate 
and strategic decision-making.

The market has long sought intuitive and interactive 
visualizations that bring data to life. Kx Dashboards 
not only delivers those insights, it goes a step 
further by delivering them in real time across both 
streaming and historical data, instantly. That’s what 
success looks like in the latest step-change - the 
ability to know now, and to act immediately.

Kx also makes Machine Learning more accessible 
to the non-specialist user, who can now automate 
parts of the process of applying ML techniques to 
real-world problems. This functionality, AutoML, 
is one of the features of the latest release of Kx 
Streaming Analytics.

Kx has a strong heritage in helping financial 
institutions solve problems utilizing data 
characterized by the enormous volume and velocity 
of the prices, quotes and transactions they must 
process.  It is being similarly used to solve problems 
and improve outcomes in industries ranging 
from automotive and manufacturing to energy 

and telecommunications, where the volumes of 
data from sensors, machines and edge devices 
are likewise challenging.  Kx Streaming Analytics 
makes using data much simpler – and smarter. 
One vendor, one technology, one platform to 
analyze and visualize real-time and historical data 
simultaneously.  And we know from our customers 
that Kx enables them to not just make incremental 
improvements, but to change the game!   
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In a long history of innovation, Kx was at the 

forefront of implementing streaming analytics on 

Wall Street and is now transforming data insight 

across all industry and regulatory sectors. In the 

era of Big Data, all businesses — even Formula 1 — 

are in a very real sense the sum total of their data.

Kx analyses time-series data in real time, in-

memory and historical data simultaneously at 

market-beating speeds in one light-weight, green 

and unified solution. We shall unpack these 

attributes in the sections below.

In the latest powerful new release of Kx, version 

4.0, we introduce a series of functionalities that 

build upon Kx’s heritage of analyzing time-series 

data, with a focus on the streaming analytics end-

user.

 

One of the main innovations of the new 

release is the integrated visualization of the 

streaming analytics experience and insights. 

The functionalities for Machine Learning are 

also extended to streamline implementation and 

automate ML workflows. 

About Kx 
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Simplify, Consolidate, Visualize
Businesses are on the back foot with their data.  

In 2010, there was virtually no real-time data; in 

2025, we shall be generating over 50 zettabytes, 

up from a ‘just’ 10 today – but that is already much 

more than businesses know what to do with. Big 

Data is a shock to the system and businesses have 

in the main reacted by building a patchwork of Open 

Source, SaaS and legacy solutions to contain it.

Kx simplifies data analysis because it interprets 

streaming and historic data simultaneously within 

the same solution. Kx consolidates fragmented 

systems, data sources and UI environments into 

a single integrated streaming analytics platform. 

This contributes to making more advanced 

analytical techniques such as Machine Learning and 

behavioral analytics accessible to the non-technical 

user. Moreover, Kx visualizations are not static 

representations of historical insights, but tools to 

interrogate streamed and stored data simultaneously 

and interactively.

 

 

The more data you have the better you can 

anticipate certain outcomes, and predict a range 

of outcomes. This is the ultimate goal of data 

processing. Because Kx connects easily and flexibly 

with all (legacy) systems and data sources, vast 

amounts of structured data can be marshaled for 

effective Machine Learning and behavioral analytics 

to control real-world situations. 

This Kx release includes Kx AutoML which automates 

parts of the process of applying Machine Learning 

techniques by following a defined ML workflow. 

This is just one example of how Kx is leveraging the 

simplicity of its approach to achieve more powerful 

outcomes.

Why Kx?
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Simplest, Fastest, Greenest
Simple to implement and simple to use does not 

imply a compromised performance. On the contrary, 

the power and technological elegance of a unified 

solution make Kx more insightful.  

And much faster.

Kx Streaming Analytics has been proven in 

independent benchmarks to solve complex 

problems faster than any of its competitors. 

There are many reasons for this. Its programming 

language q allows for complex processing without  

the data having to be moved. Several new features 

of 4.0 also enhance speed. Multithreaded primitives 

enable built-in functions to be executed in parallel. 

Data-at-rest-Encryption is performed very efficiently 

on the chip, greatly speeding up the additional 

encryption step ahead of normal processing.
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At the core of Kx Streaming Analytics is kdb+,  

a powerful time-series database with a very low 

footprint executable of below 800K. It combines:

• an expressive query and programming  

language for processing data (q)

• a high-performance in-memory/on-disk columnar 

database for storing data 

• unified historical, batch and event-stream 

processing for consolidated data

Other features of kdb+ include time-series analytics 

with temporal datatypes including nanosecond 

precision timestamps, a vector-oriented analytics 

engine that runs on commodity hardware, cloud, and 

edge devices, and robust message handling that 

enables multi-process and distributed architectures.

This functionality enables simultaneous transactional 

and analytical processing, described variously by 

analysts as “translytical1”, “analytic transactional 

processing2” or “hybrid transaction / analytic 

processing3”, from a single database.

Kx Streaming Analytics includes a framework for 

designing, building and deploying data-capture 

systems and visualizations. Solutions created on 

the Kx framework have extensive redundancy, fault 

tolerance, query filtering, alerting, reporting and 

visualization features. 

They are used for stock market analysis, algorithmic 

trading, predictive analytics, scientific analysis, and 

embedded-sensor data capture for IoT use cases. 

Kx Streaming Analytics consists of the following 

components:

• Kx Analyst for exploring, investigating and 

transforming data at development time

• Kx Dashboards for rich visualization and insights 

into data at runtime 

• APIs to retrieve and stream data over web 

services and integrate it with client applications

 

The components are bundled together in a single 

download and installation procedure, and can be 

integrated into any continuous-integration workflow, 

both on-premises and within cloud infrastructure. In 

combination, they present features and capabilities 

that enable swift development and robust 

functioning of streaming analytics applications to 

solve business problems. We explore some of those 

Kx components and features in more detail below.

Kx Dashboards 
In contrast to standard, largely static business intel-

ligence visualizations tools, Kx Dashboards support 

streaming analytics and the flexibility to amend views 

and explore data in real time, as it arrives, eliminat-

ing the need to pre-process and store aggregated 

data. As a result, Kx Dashboards let you to know 

now what your data is saying and act upon it, rather 

than only discovering tomorrow, when it’s too late. 

Serving both business users data scientists alike, 

Dashboards power self-service business intelligence 

thought the organization.

Kx Streaming Analytics
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Machine Learning
Kx Streaming Analytics is a powerful agent for 

Machine Learning: 

• array and times-series operations are perfect 

for the feature-engineering steps of sampling, 

aggregating and joining datasets

• streaming analytic capabilities enable online 

training of models and real-time prediction 

• the ability to manage, ingest, store and analyze 

huge datasets make Kx  the ideal engine to feed 

deep neural networks, where enormous volumes 

of data are required for effective training 
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Kx Analyst
Kx Analyst is an environment used to manage, 

manipulate and explore massive datasets in 

real-time by exploiting kdb+’s server-based 

analytics technology. Kx Analyst can support 

a wide range of users, from non-technical 

analysts to experienced q programmers and 

data scientists.

Kx Fusion APIs
Kx integrates its core technology with 

other technologies, languages, APIs and 

development tools using its Fusion interfaces. 

Kdb+ is based on q, as we saw, but APIs 

for Python and R and other Open Source 

languages allow these to interoperate with 

kdb+ data structures. Python and R processes 

can read and manipulate kdb+ data structures, 

and q programs can invoke Python and R 

functions. Kx can also use subscribe and 

publish to Kafka messages buses use other 

Apache 2 licensed interfaces such as Spark4  

and Jupyter5, opening it up to large open-

source solution stack.

 
Cloud
Kx is a certified Amazon Solutions Partner and 

Google Cloud Partner and has successfully 

deployed on numerous public, private and 

hybrid clouds. There are many cloud licensing 

options available. The 4.0 release introduces 

Serverless kdb+. In this execution model, 

the cloud service provider – or a dedicated 

infrastructure team – runs and manages the 

server, leaving kdb+/q developers free to focus 

on core tasks. 

Kdb+/q is particularly well-suited to serverless 

as it allows businesses to run huge workloads 

without the need to own or build infrastructure. 

Streaming Analytics - Change the Game
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Kx Dashboards - Direct 
Users can now connect directly to kdb+ using 

Dashboards Direct mode for instant powerful 

interactive data visualization capabilities, for both 

business and technical users, to query, transform, 

share and present live data insights . By combining 

hardware accelerated rendering with virtual 

scrolling to reduce display time, and binary transfer 

to optimize data throughput, Kx Dashboards 

can render millions of records per second while 

maintaining high frequency updates across multiple 

users. In addition to a wide range of native display 

options, Kx Dashboards includes an extensible 

visualization layer for 3rd party integration and 

embedding custom visualizations via a simple 

framework-agnostic API.

AutoML 
Many organizations struggle with the process and 

the techniques involved in Machine Learning. In 

this latest release, Kx has created a framework 

to provide users with the ability to automate the 

process of applying machine learning techniques to 

real-world problems.  The framework is designed to 

allow individuals or organizations without expertise 

in the field of machine learning to follow a well-

defined and general machine learning workflow, 

while also allowing the flexibility for those with an 

understanding of such workflows to make extensive 

modifications to the framework to suit their kdb+ use 

case.

AWS Lambda Serverless 
As cloud adoption increases so do its deployment 

options and Kx now supports its most recent 

manifestation as a serverless offering. In this 

environment, the physical aspects of hardware 

resources and memory management are delegated 

to the service provider, enabling developers to focus 

solely on the data analytics side of their equations. 

The reduced overhead frees up time and energy for 

kdb+ developers to build out services rather than 

worry about infrastructure. 

Kx v4.0 
New Features
Version 4.0 of Kx introduces further features that make it easier and faster for programmers to develop Kx-

based streaming applications. New functionality ranges from performance improvements and simplifying 

machine learning processes to enhanced visualization capabilities, further security controls and an exciting 

new option for serverless deployment in the cloud.
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Multithreaded Primitives 
To maximize the benefits of multi-core architectures 

that now come almost as standard Kx has 

introduced multithreaded primitives that, where 

appropriate, use slave threads to execute 

calculations in parallel. As with any enhancement 

in this area, the improvement increases in line 

with increased workloads. Illustrations of the 

performance improvements in Kx v4.0 are presented 

in graphs below comparing query rates performance 

and against other time-series technologies. 

Intel’s Optane DC Persistent 
Memory
Further hardware optimization is delivered with a 

new implementation of Intel’s Optane DC persistent 

memory. While Kx has always been able to access 

the greater memory store Optane provides using 

its storage and cached memory modes, v4.0 now 

supports the App Direct Memory mode which 

provides users with greater control over the 

DRAM/Optane allocation of data. This flexibility 

enables optimal processing and response times by 

partitioning the most recent data to DRAM and the 

remainder to Optane memory. 

Data-at-Rest-Encryption 
With the increase in remote working, cloud access 

and use of mobile devices comes greater risk of 

user-account breaches and theft or loss of physical 

assets. As a result, companies must continuously 

review their security requirements to maintain 

best practices. Kx v4.0 now provides Data-at-Rest-

Encryption (DARE) as an alternative to Full Disk 

Encryption in which the entire disk is encrypted 

which can deteriorate performance. In contrast, 

DARE is selective – one can encrypt just the files 

that need encrypting – and can be executed at 

the hardware level using AES-NI enabled chips to 

minimize performance overhead. 
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Kx in Action

Kx has its roots in the financial sector but has extended its reach to other data-driven industries where 

for instance, the Internet of Things presents a huge opportunity for our clients, because Kx technology 

delivers Big Data levels of analytic capability to the edge, where compute resources are restricted. Sample 

implementations include:

Paddy Power Betfair (part of the Flutter group) is an 

international sports betting and gaming operator.    

At peak times, its systems handle over one hundred 

thousand price requests transactions and streams 

one hundred megabytes per second compressed of 

price data to its customer base. Performing real-time 

analytics on that torrent of data is a challenge. Paddy 

Power Betfair evaluated a number of vendors before 

selecting Kx. One quoted 70 CPU cores to ingest their 

data feed. Kx uses one. 

Aston Martin Red Bull Racing (AMRBR)  is a leading 

competitor in Formula One racing. They require a 

solution for processing the vast amounts of telemetry 

data generated by its cars. In its evaluation of

Kx, AMRBR ran a series of wind-tunnel tests using

over 18 billion rows of readings from over 600

sensors. The speed with which Kx analyzed this

huge data met their very challenging requirements.

The Australian Securities and Investments Commission 

(ASIC) is a regulatory body overseeing Australia’s 

licensed financial markets. They selected the Kx 

Surveillance solution for meeting its statutory 

obligations and ensuring a fair trading environment. It is

similarly used by other regulators, exchanges and

brokers for monitoring transactional activity to detect

anomalies that may indicate disorderly or prohibited

trading and behavioral analytics to provide context and 

deeper insight in investigating and detecting conduct 

risk.

BISTel, a leading provider of smart manufacturing 

solutions headquartered in South Korea uses Kx to 

store and analyze massive volumes of sensor data 

within its real-time, adaptive intelligence applications 

for smart manufacturing.

Another Fortune 500 engineering solutions company 

similarly uses Kx technology as an OEM component 

of it fault detection solution for their clients in high-

precision manufacturing.
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Kx Clients
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